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An allosteric network in spastin couples multiple
activities required for microtubule severing
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The AAA+ ATPase spastin remodels microtubule arrays through severing and its mutation is the most common cause of hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSP). Polyglutamylation of the tubulin C-terminal tail recruits spastin to microtubules and modulates
severing activity. Here, we present a ~3.2 Å resolution cryo-EM structure of the Drosophila melanogaster spastin hexamer with a
polyglutamate peptide bound in its central pore. Two electropositive loops arranged in a double-helical staircase coordinate the
substrate sidechains. The structure reveals how concurrent nucleotide and substrate binding organizes the conserved spastin
pore loops into an ordered network that is allosterically coupled to oligomerization, and suggests how tubulin tail engagement
activates spastin for microtubule disassembly. This allosteric coupling may apply generally in organizing AAA+ protein translocases into their active conformations. We show that this allosteric network is essential for severing and is a hotspot for HSP
mutations.

S

pastin is a microtubule-severing AAA ATPase (ATPases
associated with diverse cellular activities) whose function is
important in basic cell biological processes ranging from neurogenesis and axonal maintenance to nuclear envelope breakdown,
vesicle trafficking, mitosis and cytokinesis1. Spastin is recruited to
endosomes and the midbody through its interaction with ESCRTIII
and is thought to participate in the coordinated remodeling of
membranes and microtubules1. Spastin ATPase activity is stimulated by microtubules2–4 and microtubule severing activity requires
adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis2,5–7. Spastin mutations are
responsible for ~50% of hereditary spastic paraplegias (HSPs), a
large and clinically diverse family of neurodegenerative disorders8.
In the pure form of the disease, HSP patients typically exhibit axonal
degeneration in motor axons of the corticospinal tract, leading to
progressive lower limb spasticity and weakness8–10. Studies in model
organisms11 and patient-derived induced pluripotent stem cells12
have shown that neurons are especially sensitive to spastin gene
dosage. Cellular and biochemical studies have shown that many
of the disease-associated mutations examined impair microtubule
severing and ATP hydrolysis5–7,13. However, the etiology of spastin
induced HSP is still poorly understood.
Spastin has a modular structure comprising a three-helix bundle
microtubule-interacting and trafficking (MIT) domain, a poorly
conserved linker region and an AAA+ ATPase domain. This
domain architecture is shared among all three known microtubule severing enzymes: spastin, katanin and fidgetin1. The ATPase
domain is structurally homologous to that of other members of
the AAA+ protein family and consists of an α/β nucleotide binding domain (NBD) and a four-helix bundle domain (HBD). Both
spastin and katanin differ from other AAA+ ATPase enzymes in
that they contain two additional helices within the NBD that are
essential for severing6,14. The AAA+ ATPase domains hexamerize
in a nucleotide-dependent manner and the tubulin substrate lowers the critical concentration for oligomerization15,16. Consistent
with this, high-affinity binding of spastin to microtubules is highly

cooperative and requires ATP4. The substrate-dependent oligomerization is likely important for the specificity and timing of action of
these AAA+ ATPases in the cell, as unregulated spastin and katanin
microtubule severing activity is highly deleterious17–19. The majority
of disease-associated mutations of the SPAST gene are found in the
ATPase domain of spastin.
Microtubule severing by spastin requires the β-tubulin
C-terminal tail, an intrinsically disordered element that decorates
the microtubule surface. While the α-tubulin tail contributes to
binding, it is not required for severing activity20. It was proposed
that microtubule severing involves the hexamerization of spastin
protomers around the ~20 residue negatively charged tubulin tail,
and the subsequent pulling of the tubulin subunit out of the microtubule lattice using ATP-driven conformational changes in three
pore loops that help translocate the substrate through the central
pore of the hexameric ATPase6,21. However, there has been no direct
demonstration of the tubulin tail engagement by the spastin pore
nor any atomistic structural information on the spastin hexamer
or its interaction with the tubulin tail substrate. The interaction of
spastin with the microtubule is strongly enhanced by the polyglutamylation of the β-tubulin tail20, a post-translational modification
that involves the addition of multiple glutamate chains of variable
lengths; unmodified microtubules are not effectively severed at
in vivo spastin concentrations20,22. As many as 21 glutamates have
been detected on tubulin tails in vivo23,24. Polyglutamylation is
highly abundant in neurons where spastin activity is required for
neurite extension as well as axonal maintenance and regeneration11.
Here, we present the cryo-EM structure of the spastin hexamer
in complex with a polyglutamate peptide at ~3.2 Å resolution. The
structure reveals an asymmetric hexamer with the AAA domains
arranged in a split lock-washer conformation. Two conserved pore
loops from the six protomers form a double-helical staircase gripping the odd and even glutamates of the substrate peptide, respectively. Residues in this double helix are positively charged and
neutralize the electronegative polyglutamate peptide, consistent
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with the regulation of microtubule severing by polyglutamylation
of tubulin tails. The substrate binding pore loops are allosterically
coupled to the ATP binding site as well as the oligomerization interfaces, providing a structural explanation for the tubulin substrate
binding-induced spastin activation. The majority of the residues in
this allosteric network are mutated in HSP patients, underscoring
their importance to spastin function. Our comprehensive structural
analysis of all reported HSP-associated spastin missense mutations
in its AAA core provides a framework for understanding spastin
molecular dysfunction.

Results

Spastin forms a hexameric spiral. Unlike many AAA+ ATPases,
spastin exists as a monomer or dimer in the absence of nucleotide or
bound to ADP, and only assembles into hexamers upon ATP binding3,6 This hexamer is labile and falls apart at lower concentrations6.
To stabilize the hexameric state for structural studies by cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) we used a commonly used mutation in
the Walker B motif of the ATPase domain (E583Q), which retains
ATP binding but prevents ATP hydrolysis6,13. Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) shows that this construct assembles into hexamers in the presence of ATP at concentrations as low as 6 µM
(Supplementary Fig. 1a). Initial structure determination yielded a
reconstruction of the spastin hexamer limited to ~3.8 Å resolution
showing cryo-EM density of adventitious peptide binding. As polyglutamylation enhances substrate binding20 and spastin has been
shown to interact with polyglutamate peptides, we incubated our
spastin preparation with polyglutamate (Methods). This increased
the proportion of intact hexamers and allowed structural determination of the spastin-peptide complex to ~3.2 Å resolution (Table 1,
Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). Polyglutamate activates
spastin ATPase with a maximal activation of approximately sixfold
above the basal level (Supplementary Fig. 1b), comparable to the
activation reported with microtubules2. AUC with a fluorescently
labeled polyglutamate peptide shows that it comigrates with the
spastin hexamer (Supplementary Fig. 1c). The choice of polyglutamate also overcomes the experimental issue of placing enzymes
in a specific register with respect to the tubulin tail sequence that is
overrepresented in polyglutamates, but also contains other amino
acid residues.
The overall architecture of the spastin hexamer resembles that
of a split lock-washer, as previously observed for other homohexameric ATPases25,26, including the related severing enzyme katanin14
(Fig. 1a). The individual protomers assemble into a right-handed
spiral, with a ~6 Å rise for each protomer and a ~35 Å gap between
the topmost and lowest protomers. The large (NBD) subdomain of
the ATPase forms the central pore of the hexamer, with the HBD
directed peripherally and in contact with the NBD of the neighboring protomer. The cryo-EM density corresponding to the ‘gating’
protomers A and F is lower in resolution (particularly the HBD
of protomer F) than that of the central four protomers, indicative
of increased flexibility (Supplementary Fig. 3b). The MIT (which
is dispensable for microtubule severing activity13) and most of the
linker are not observed in the reconstruction, and were likely to have
been averaged out during image processing due to their conformational variability, as seen for katanin14. However, the EM map was of
sufficient quality to model 98.7% of the residues in the hexameric
ATPase domains (Table 1, Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 4a).
Our reconstruction contains interpretable cryo-EM density features within each of the six nucleotide binding pockets. With the
exception of the gating protomer F, all protomers contain a clearly
defined ATP molecule with a magnesium ion coordinated between
the β- and γ-phosphates and T530 of the phosphate binding loop
(Supplementary Fig. 4b). R640 and R641 from the neighboring
protomer complete the ATP binding site for all protomers except
for the gating protomer F. The Arg finger residue R641 is in a
672

Table 1 | Cryo-EM data collection, refinement and validation
statistics
SpastinE583Q
(EMD-20226,
PDB 6P07)
Data collection and processing
Microscope

Thermo Fischer Talos
Arctica

Camera

Gatan K2 Summit DED

Magnification (nominal)

×36,000

Magnification (calibrated)

×43,478.3

Voltage (kV)

200

Total electron exposure (e–/Å2)

52

Exposure rate (e-/pixel/s)

5.6

Defocus range (μm)

−1.0 to −2.0

Pixel size (Å)

1.15

Micrographs collected (no.)

2,534

Micrographs used (no.)

2,534

Total extracted particles (no.)

2,736,865

Refined particles (no.)

1,259,553

Final particles (no.)

488,385

Symmetry imposed

C1

Resolution (global)
FSC 0.5 (unmasked/masked)

7.0/3.6

FSC 0.143 (unmasked/masked)

4.3/3.2

Resolution range (local)

3–5

Model composition
Nonhydrogen atoms

14,089

Protein residues

1804

Ligands

12

Refinement
Initial model used (PDB code)

3B9P

Average FSC

3.2

B factors (Å2)
Protein residues

46.8

Ligands

50.5

R.m.s. deviations
Bond lengths (Å)

0.01

Bond angles (°)

1.14

Validation
MolProbity score

1.46

Clashscore

3.05

Poor rotamers (%)

0.0

C-beta deviations

0

Mean per-residue Cα r.m.s.
deviation (Å)

0.64

Per-residue Cα r.m.s. deviation
range (Å)

0.03–5.66

Ramachandran plot
Favored (%)

94.65%

Allowed (%)

5.35%

Disallowed (%)

0.00%

EMRinger score69

3.00

CaBLAM outliers

3.35%
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apo structure6. On the opposite face of the hexamer, the C terminus
of the AAA domain (residues 753–757), which is disordered in
prior crystal structures6,27, is engaged in intimate contacts with the
α10–α11 loop of the neighboring protomer (Supplementary Fig.
6b) and together with helix α11 forms a belt around the hexamer
as in katanin14. Invariant Y753 at the end of helix α11 is part of the
interface with the α11–α12 linker of the neighboring protomer
(Supplementary Fig. 6c) and its mutation severely impairs severing6.
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Fig. 1 | The architecture of the substrate-bound spastin hexamer in a split
lock-washer conformation. a, Top (left) and side (right) views of the EM
map of the spastin hexamer with individual protomers shown in a different
color. Substrate density is colored in light green. The ~35 Å gap between
protomer A and F is more apparent in the side view. b,Top (left) and side
(right) views of the atomic model in ribbon representation, with same
colors as in panel a. Nucleotides are depicted as space-filling models and
the polyglutamate peptide substrate is shown in surface representation.

catalytically competent conformation and within H-bonding distance from the γ-phosphate (Supplementary Fig. 4b). The nucleotide binding pocket of protomer F is not as well resolved as in the
other protomers (Supplementary Fig. 4b), and the cryo-EM density could correspond to either ADP or ATP. The binding pocket
of protomer F is exposed to solution, presumably flexible, and the
lack of clear density for the γ-phosphate could arise from either
incomplete coordination of the ATP or to background hydrolysis of the ATP. However, a comparison of the overall fold of this
F protomer to the ATP-bound protomers (Supplementary Fig. 5a)
reveals that their structures are highly similar (0.695 Å Cα r.m.s.
deviation). In contrast, comparing the structures of the apo spastin monomer (PDB 3B9P)6 with the ATP-bound protomers in our
structure (Supplementary Fig. 5b) shows extensive conformational
rearrangement of the NBD, as well as a ~9° rotation of the HBD relative to the NBD, consistent with nucleotide binding being the main
driver of the conformational changes required for hexamerization
of the ATPase protomers. Notably, three conserved and functionally important loops in the AAA domain are disordered or poorly
ordered in the nucleotide-free structures of spastin6,27, but are wellordered in our hexamer structure and line the central pore, where
they are involved in substrate binding and interprotomer contacts.
Linker residues 455–463 preceding α1 also become ordered in the
hexamer and are stabilized through interactions with helix α1 from
the neighboring protomer (Supplementary Fig. 6a). Interestingly,
the structure of this linker region is distinct from the ‘fishhook’
motif found in katanin, which decorates the N-terminal side of the
central pore and also participates in protomer-protomer contacts14.
Helix α1 is unique to severing enzymes and mutations in this helix
impair severing6. The linker connecting helices α1 and α2 moves in
concert with the closure of the NBD and HBD around the nucleotide, establishing stabilizing interactions with the α1–β4 loop of the
neighboring lower protomer. The latter loop is disordered in the

A double-helical staircase of pore loops coordinates the substrate.
Density for the polyglutamate peptide is clearly visible at the center of
the spastin hexamer (Fig. 2). While the added polyglutamate peptide
ranges in length from 10 to 37 amino acids, only the 15 residues that
undergo stabilizing interactions with the spastin AAA core are clearly
visible (Fig. 2a,b and Fig. 3a). We were unable to assign the polarity of the substrate peptide in the cryo-EM density with certainty at
this resolution, as both polarities resulted in acceptable fits to the map
(Supplementary Fig. 7) and neither orientation resulted in an increase
in stabilizing interactions with the spastin hexamer. We modeled the
polarity of the peptide with the N terminus of the peptide engaged to
the uppermost protomer (protomer A) and the C terminus closest to
the lowest protomer (protomer F). We note that structural and functional studies have so far been unable to unambiguously assign the
polarity of the substrate peptide for the meiotic class of AAA ATPases
to which spastin and katanin belong, and the current assigned polarity has been inferred from functional studies and analogy with other
AAA+ ATPases, including VPS4 (ref. 28), HSP104 (ref. 29) and the
proteasome30. Interestingly, a recent study of the AAA ATPase VAT
shows that it is able to translocate peptides in either direction31.
It is possible that the polarity of the peptide through the spastin pore
is not dictated by pore interactions alone and also results from the
engagement of other interfaces with the microtubule substrate.
Consistent with the cryo-EM structures of other AAA+
ATPases, pore loop 1 (555–562), which is characterized as having a conserved aromatic residue important for substrate translocation32, interacts directly with the bound substrate (Fig. 2b and
Fig. 3a,b)28,30,33–35. Conserved Y556 intercalates between n and
n + 2 residues of the substrate, sandwiching the glutamate sidechain
and forming a hydrogen bond with one of the carboxyl oxygens
(Fig. 3a,b). Consistent with its role in substrate engagement, its mutation abolishes severing while retaining full ATPase activity (Fig. 4).
This intercalating organization between pore loops and substrate has
been previously observed in other ATPases28,29,33 and likely serves as a
general mode of substrate interaction for AAA+ ATPases.
Together with invariant K555, which forms a salt bridge with the
glutamate of the n + 1 substrate residue, Y556 constitutes the first of
two pore-loop spiral staircases that coordinate the substrate. The sidechain of pore loop 1 residue K555 is also likely stabilized by a hydrogen
bond with conserved E462 in helix α1, the secondary structure element unique to severing enzymes6,14. VPS4, the other member of the
meiotic clade of AAA ATPases, has a short β-strand at this location36.
Mutation of residues in α1 impair severing without a notable effect on
ATPase activity6. Invariant H596 and R601 of pore loop 2 (594–601)
form electrostatic interactions with every other peptide sidechain
substrate (n, n + 2), generating a second spiral staircase (Fig. 2b and
Fig. 3b). Mutation of either of these residues inactivates severing and
impairs ATPase activity6. Together, pore loops 1 and 2 enclose the
polyGlu substrate with a double helix of positively charged residues
(Figs. 2b and 3b), neutralizing the highly negative charge of the peptide and providing substrate specificity for either the polyGlu chains
on the tubulin tails, or the β-tubulin tails themselves, which contain a
high density of negatively charged residues (8–10 glutamates in addition to 2–3 aspartates)37. This double coordination by both pore loop 1
and 2 is distinct from VPS4, whose pore loop 2 does not directly contact its polypeptide substrate28. Participation of pore loop 2 in substrate
translocation has been previously inferred from crosslinking studies
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Fig. 2 | A double-helical staircase of pore loops surrounds the substrate and is coupled by a third pore loop spiral to the ATP binding site. a, The three
solvent exposed pore loops highlighted on the spastin hexamer structure. Pore loop 1 is colored in blue, pore loop 2 in gold and pore loop 3 in magenta.
b, Side (left) and top (right) views of the EM density of the triple spiral staircase generated by pore loops 1, 2 and 3. Pore loops 1 and pore loops 2 form
a tight double spiral that engages with the peptide substrate (shown in light green). Pore loops 3 form a shallow spiral between pore loops 1–2 and the
nucleotide. Ribbons colored as their corresponding pore loops are overlaid on the EM map to highlight the trajectory of the three pore loop spirals.
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Fig. 3 | A pore loop network couples nucleotide binding to substrate engagement and oligomerization. a, Pore loops 1 and 2 interacting with the
polyglutamate substrate. Substrate density is shown as a transparent surface with the polyglutamate model in light green. Pore loops are colored according
to their assigned protomer, as in Fig. 1. Residues that interact directly with the substrate (K555, Y556, H596 and R601) are shown in stick representation.
b, Interactions between the substrate and conserved residues in pore loops 1 and 2. c, A network of interactions between charged residues connects the
peptide substrate to the nucleotide. Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines. All interactions depicted have a measured distance of less than 4 Å.

of ClpA38, where mutagenesis of certain residues within the loop
inhibits substrate degradation but not substrate binding. Additionally,
crystallographic studies of HSP104 show pore loop 2 interacting with
an adjacent N′ domain molecule, acting as a ‘substrate mimic’39.
674

An allosteric network mutated in HSP couples substrate binding
to oligomerization. A third highly conserved pore loop in the
AAA domain (629–637) runs nearly orthogonal to pore loop 2 and
does not contact the substrate peptide directly, but functions as a
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Fig. 4 | Mutations in the three pore loops impair ATPase and microtubule severing. a, Microtubule severing assays of wild-type (WT) spastin and pore
loop mutant R600A. Severing events are highlighted with blue arrows. Scale bar, 5 μm. b, Tukey plots of severing rates of spastin WT and mutants. n = 30
microtubules from 2, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4 and 3 chambers for WT, Y556A, E561A, R600A, E629A, R630A and E633A mutants, respectively. c, Tukey plots of
ATPase rates of spastin WT and mutants, n = 24, 16, 12, 8, 8, 7 and 8 independent measurements for WT, Y556A, E561A, R600A, E629A, R630A and
E633A mutants, respectively. For plots in panels b and c, plus sign denotes mean, box, 25th to 75th percentile, whiskers 1.5× interquartile (IQR) or the
smallest (bottom) or largest (top) data point if less than 1.5× IQR, outliers shown as circles. ****P < 0.0001, determined by the Mann–Whitney test. ND,
not detectable. Pore loop 1, 2 and 3 mutants shown in cyan, orange and magenta, respectively.

structural bridge linking the substrate-interacting pore loops to the
nucleotide binding pocket (Fig. 3c). Invariant E561 in α4, which
immediately follows pore loop 1, is within proximity of H-bonding
interactions, with invariant R601 from pore loop 2 of the same protomer, potentially allowing direct coordination between these two
pore loops. Pore loop 2 is disordered in crystal structures of the apo
spastin monomer6,27 (Supplementary Fig. 5b) and the fact that we
observe direct interactions between R601 and substrate strongly
suggests that the E561-R601 interaction depends on the presence of
substrate. Consistent with this role, mutation of E561 abolishes severing, while still retaining ATPase activity (Fig. 4b,c). R601 is also
within H-bonding distance to S599 of the lower neighboring protomer, thus possibly linking substrate binding to oligomerization
(Supplementary Fig. 6d). Both S599 and R601 are mutated in HSP
(Supplementary Table 1) and the R601L disease mutation impairs
ATPase and abolishes microtubule severing6. The organization of
these pore loops gives rise to an interaction network wherein invariant R600 of pore loop 2 forms a salt bridge with invariant E633 in
pore loop 3 of the next lower protomer, which in turn interacts with
invariant R630 which H-bonds with the backbone of R591 in loop
2 of the upper protomer (Fig. 3c). Invariant N629 in pore loop 3
is within H-bonding distance from the γ-phosphate of the ATP of
the same protomer and thus can potentially contribute to nucleotide
sensing in addition to the traditional sensor residues. Consistent
with this, mutation of N629 abolishes both ATPase activity and severing (Fig. 4b,c). Together with invariant D585, N629 is also within
H-bonding distance of invariant R591 of the neighboring lower
protomer, which in turn is within hydrogen bonding distance to
the catalytic glutamate in the Walker B motif (E583) of the higher
protomer (Fig. 5a). The R591 backbone is also stabilized through
interaction with the R630 sidechain from the lower protomer
(Fig. 5b). Thus, R591 is at the center of an allosteric network that
can couple the substrate binding loops to ATP hydrolysis and oligomerization. Moreover, the conformation of pore loop 3 containing R630 is coupled through a network of hydrophobic residues to

helix α11 involved in oligomerization interactions between HBD
domains (Fig. 5b and Supplementary Fig. 6b). Mutation of Y753 at
this oligomerization interface severely impairs severing6. Strikingly,
all residues in this extensive network are mutated in HSP patients,
highlighting their importance for spastin function (Fig. 5 and
Supplementary Table 1). Thus, our structure sheds light on how
ATP and peptide substrate binding establish a network of intra- and
interprotomer interactions that stabilize the spastin hexamer. Since
spastin intracellular concentrations are below the critical concentration for hexamer assembly6,22, we speculate that this pore loop
network primes spastin for assembly around the tubulin tails for
effective microtubule severing.
Effect of HSP mutations on spastin activity. There are over 200
HSP-associated spastin mutations reported to date and 30% of them
are missense mutations10. The majority of spastin missense mutations linked to HSP are located within the ATPase domain10, and
several missense disease mutations examined have been shown
to inactivate or severely impair microtubule severing activity in
biochemical and cellular studies5–7,10,13,40. Our structure provides a
mechanistic understanding of how HSP mutations in the ATPase
domain lead to loss of spastin function. Based on the high sequence
identity and known structural conservation between Drosophila and
human spastin6,27, we generated a homology model of the human
spastin hexamer (Fig. 6a) that provides complete coverage of the
highly conserved AAA domain (amino acids 89–388). Structural
analysis of all known missense spastin mutations identified to date
in the AAA core6,41–61 suggests that most impair oligomerization,
nucleotide binding, or disrupt the folding or stability of the AAA
domain’s structure to variable degrees (Supplementary Table 1).
Several mutations map directly to the nucleotide binding pocket
(Fig. 6b) and impair nucleotide binding (I344K, G385W, N386K,
K388R, M390V and R498S) and thus hexamerization. One mutation interferes with magnesium coordination (D441G). Two disease
mutations affect ATP hydrolysis and sensing of the γ-phosphate
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Fig. 5 | An allosteric network mutated in HSP couples substrate binding to oligomerization and ATP hydrolysis. a, Interaction network centered on R591.
Residues colored purple and cyan for protomers C and D, respectively. Residues mutated in HSP are indicated with an asterisk. All interactions depicted
have a measured distance of less than 4 Å. b, W749 makes van der Walls contacts with several hydrophobic residues mutated in HSP and connects pore
loop 3 to the C-terminal helix α11 involved in oligomerization. Residues are colored purple and cyan for protomers C and D, respectively. Residues mutated
in HSP are indicated with an asterisk. All interactions depicted have a measured distance of less than 4 Å.
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Fig. 6 | Structure-based insight into the mechanism of action of human spastin HSP disease mutations. a, Homology model of the human spastin hexamer
depicting the location of missense mutations identified in HSP. Protomers are colored in alternating grey and white around the hexamer. Mutations are
depicted as spheres at their Cα position and colored according to their proposed mechanism of action: interference with nucleotide binding (blue), defects
in ATP hydrolysis and γ-phosphate sensing (green), disruption of interactions important for folding or conferring stability to the protomer (orange) and
disruption of oligomerization interfaces (magenta). b, Close-up view of the nucleotide pocket, showing a large number of mutations that likely disrupt
nucleotide binding or impair ATP hydrolysis and sensing. c, Close-up view of hydrophobic interfaces between α4, α5 and β2 highlighting potentially
destabilizing HSP mutations. d, Close-up view of the NBD-HBD interaction interface between protomers showing a high density of HSP mutations.
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(E442A or K, and R499C). E442 is part of the Walker B motif and
participates in catalysis in all AAA ATPases, while R499 serves as
the Arg finger. The Arg finger coordinates the γ-phosphate and
electrostatically stabilizes the transition state after ATP hydrolysis. N487D (N629 in our Drosophila cryo-EM structure) is likely
involved in both sensing the γ-phosphate and oligomerization
interactions (Figs. 6b and 5a).
Other HSP mutations are likely deleterious because they disrupt the overall fold and stability of the AAA domain structure
(Fig. 6c) (I406V, V423L, L426V, F427C, A428P, L447V, S458R and
L461P among others). A large number of disease mutations map
to protomer-protomer interfaces and likely interfere with oligomerization (Fig. 6d) (E356G, L360P, P361L/S, R364M, L367S,
F368L/S, G370R, R372G, C448Y, A551P/Y, D555G/N, E356V,
G559D, I561G, R562Q, D613H and T615I). Consistent with this,
cellular studies have shown that the C448Y mutant is unable to
associate with wild-type spastin and inhibit microtubule severing62. Thus, the preponderance of HSP mutations likely impact
oligomerization interfaces or the overall stability of spastin and
may lead to spastin haploinsufficiency. However, there is a large
phenotypic variability in spastin-linked HSP and more recent
work has shown that some spastin disease mutations can also
have a toxic gain-of-function that is further exacerbated by spastin haploinsufficiency63. We note that spastin mutants that are
deficient in oligomerization could still bind microtubules through
a stretch of residues in the linker that connects the AAA and
MIT3,6,7,13,64 domains and thus have a toxic gain-of-function on
the microtubule cytoskeleton. Interestingly, mutations in the Arg
finger R499 have been associated with early onset HSP41,52,53,59,65–68,
possibly suggesting a dominant negative effect of this mutation.
The Walker B residue E442 is the other strong candidate for a
dominant negative mechanism, however not enough phenotypic
data are currently available for this HSP mutation. Our structure
will serve as a platform for the analysis of HSP mutations and the
correlation between genotype and molecular phenotype.

Discussion

Recent cryo-EM studies of AAA+ ATPase protein translocases have
shown how a conserved mechanistic infrastructure can be generally
utilized for effective nucleotide-driven protein translocation, while
also highlighting the allosteric diversity of this family of ATPases.
Even within the meiotic clade of AAA+ ATPases, we observe differences in structural motifs such as the substrate-interacting pore
loops. For example, while spastin surrounds its substrate through
a network of interactions that utilizes both pore loops, the closely
related family member VPS4 primarily interacts with the translocating substrate via an aromatic-containing pore loop 1, without
direct interactions from pore loop 2. Such differences may evolve to
accommodate substrate specificity or to modulate the force exerted
upon a targeted polypeptide.
Given its structural homology to the C-terminal AAA domain
of spastin, it is possible that the katanin ATPase establishes a nucleotide-substrate interaction network that operates under a homologous allosteric mechanism. However, in contrast to previous
structural studies of katanin, we only observed the split lock-washer
conformation of spastin and were unable to identify a closed-ring
conformer within our datasets as observed for other AAA ATPases,
including the closely related meiotic clade members katanin14 and
VPS4 (ref. 28). One possible explanation for this could be a higher
ATP binding affinity for spastin versus katanin, which could prevent the dissociation of nucleotide in protomer F under our experimental conditions, a requirement for adoption of the closed-ring
conformation previously observed for katanin14 and VPS4 (ref. 28).
We speculate that the split lock-washer conformation of spastin
observed here represents a pre-hydrolysis state where all six protomers are engaged with the substrate peptide.

In summary, our structure of spastin elucidates the details of substrate engagement by a microtubule severing enzyme and reveals
how three conserved pore loops in spastin establish a conduit that
links substrate binding with oligomerization and ATP hydrolysis.
Our comprehensive analysis of human HSP mutations reveals the
extensive coverage of disease mutations on the spastin hexamer and
how they would impact all major facets of hexamer function: ATP
binding, hydrolysis and oligomerization.
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Protein expression and purification. Full-length Drosophila melanogaster spastin6
(sequence ID NP_001303437.1) with a Walker B mutation (E583Q) was expressed
in Escherichia coli BL21DE3 cells as a N-terminal glutathione S-transferase (GST)
fusion and purified by affinity chromatography, followed by PreScission protease
cleavage of the GST70. After cleavage with PreScission protease, spastin was further
purified on a HiTrapQ chromatography column (subtractive step) followed by a
MonoS column (GE Healthcare). Spastin eluted as two peaks that were collected
separately. The purer spastin peak was concentrated to ~5 mg ml−1 and injected
on a Superdex 200 size exclusion column (GE Healthcare) in 20 mM HEPES
pH 7.5, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 5% glycerol. The sample was
concentrated to 10 mg ml−1, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80 °C
after supplementing the glycerol concentration to 15%. For ATPase and severing
assays, the gel filtration step was omitted and the protein was concentrated to
5 mg ml−1 and buffer exchanged into 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM
MgCl2, 5 mM DTT and 15% glycerol. Single-use aliquots were flash frozen in liquid
nitrogen and stored at −80 °C. All structure-based point mutants were generated
using Quickchange mutagenesis and subjected to the same purification protocol as
the wild-type protein.
Analytical ultracentrifugation. AUC experiments were conducted in a
ProteomeLab XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge (Beckman Coulter) using
absorption optics. The spastin Walker B mutant was subjected to size exclusion
chromatography in 20 mM HEPES, 300 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM
tris(2carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP). The eluted protein was used for the
preparation of AUC samples in the same buffer supplemented with 0.1 mM
ATP. The sample was loaded into a 12 mm cell, placed in an AN-Ti rotor and
equilibrated thermally in the ultracentrifuge. After thermal equilibrium was
reached at rest at 10 °C, the rotor was accelerated to 45,000 r.p.m. and intensity
scans at 280 nm were started immediately and collected until no further
sedimentation boundary movement was observed. Data were analyzed in terms
of continuous c(s) distributions using the SEDFIT program71. All accepted fits had
r.m.s. deviations less than 0.008. Partial specific volume and buffer parameters were
calculated using Sednterp (http://rasmb.org/sednterp/). Sedimentation coefficient
distributions were corrected to standard conditions at 20 °C in water, s20,w. For the
detection of spastin and peptide co-sedimentation, a VGSEEEEEEEEEE peptide
was synthesized and purified by biosynthesis and then its N terminus was labeled
with Atto488 using Atto488-NHS ester (Sigma-Aldrich, no. 41698) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. After labeling, peptides were reverse phase
HPLC purified. Experiments were performed for peptide (16.7 μM) alone and
spastin (10 μM for the monomer or 1.67 μM for the hexamer) and excess peptide
(16.7 μM). The samples were placed in the four-hole AN-Ti rotor and equilibrated
thermally in the ultracentrifuge. After thermal equilibrium was reached at rest at
10 °C, the rotor was accelerated to 50,000 r.p.m. and the intensity scans at 280 nm
and 483 nM were started immediately and collected until no further sedimentation
boundary movement was observed. Data were analyzed in terms of continuous c(s)
distributions using the SEDFIT program. All accepted fits had r.m.s. deviations
less than 0.008. Partial specific volume and buffer parameters were calculated
using Sednterp. Sedimentation coefficient distributions were corrected to standard
conditions at 20 °C in water, s20,w. Modeling the 9.9 s peak as a monodisperse species
gives statistically identical solutions, indicating that the 9.9 s peak is not a mixture
of oligomers72.
Sample preparation for electron microscopy. SpastinE583Q (1.2 mg ml−1) was
incubated on ice for ~20 min in 20 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.5) containing 300 mM
KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM DTT, 1 mM ATP and 0.05% lauryl maltose neopentyl
glycol (LMNG) detergent with and without 0.22 μM 1,500–5,500 molecular weight
polyglutamate peptide (Sigma-Aldrich). Then 2.5 μl of sample was applied to
a UltraAuFoil R1.2/1.3 300-mesh grid (Electron Microscopy Services) freshly
plasma-cleaned using a Gatan Solarus (75% argon/2% oxygen atmosphere, 15 W
for 7 s). Grids were manually blotted with filter paper (Whatman No.1) for ~4 s in a
4 °C cold room before plunge freezing in liquid ethane cooled by liquid nitrogen.
Electron microscopy data acquisition. All cryo-EM data were acquired using the
Leginon automated data-acquisition program73. All image pre-processing (frame
alignment, contrast transfer function (CTF) estimation, particle picking) were
performed in real-time using the Appion image-processing pipeline during data
collection74. Images were collected on a Thermo Fischer Talos Arctica operating at
200 keV, equipped with a Gatan K2 Summit DED, at a nominal magnification of
×36,000 corresponding to a physical pixel size of 1.15 Å per pixel. 2,534 videos
(48 frames per video) were collected using an exposure time of 12 s with an
exposure rate of 5.6 e–/pixel/s, resulting in a total dose of 52 e−/Å2 (1.08 e− per
frame) with a nominal defocus range from −1.0 to −2.0 μm.
Image processing. A total of 564 images were used for automated particle
picking using the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) picker to yield 92,387 particles74.
CTFFIND4 was used for CTF estimation before extracting particles. Particles
were Fourier-binned 4 × 4 and subjected to reference-free two-dimensional (2D)
classification using multivariate statistical analysis and multi-reference alignment
Nature Structural & Molecular Biology | www.nature.com/nsmb
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in the Appion pipeline. The best three classes representing end-on, tilted and side
views were selected for template-based particle picking using FindEM resulting in
2,736,856 particle picks. The ~2.7 million particles picks were extracted unbinned
and subjected to two rounds of reference-free 2D classification in cryoSPARC75 to
remove non-particles and poorly aligning particles in the data (Supplementary
Fig. 3). Particles from exemplary classes (strong secondary structural features
present in the 2D classes) comprised a subset of 1,259,553 particles. This subset
then went on to reference-free ab initio model generation in cryoSPARC,
resulting in an initial three-dimensional (3D) model. Homogeneous refinement
resulted in a map with a reported resolution of ~3.4 Å. Some disordered density
above the topmost protomer was observed, which we attributed to an offregister misalignment of a subset of particles relative to the majority register. 3D
classification without alignment in RELION76 using a tau-fudge value of 20 was
successful in identifying the misaligned hexamers, which constituted 12% of
the input particles. One class, which comprised 22% of the input particles, did
not display the previously observed disordered density and was better ordered
compared to the other five classes. 3D autorefinement in Relion with limited
local and global search angles resulted in a ~4.2 Å map. We then used this map as
a reference map for a heterogeneous refinement into two classes in cryoSPARC,
using the original 1,259,553 particles that were kept after 2D classification. One
class was significantly better ordered and was selected for an additional round
of heterogenous refinement with two classes. One class was selected, based on
visual inspection for quality of the reconstruction, for homogenous refinement
resulting in a sharpened map of ~3.2 Å from 488,385 particles. This final
reconstruction includes only 18% of the total particles initially selected from the
micrographs. We attribute this to false particle picks, damaged particles from
sample freezing, inaccurate defocus values, non-substrate-bound particles and
sample heterogeneity. Notably, throughout the image processing of spastin, we did
not observe any evidence of an additional conformational state other than the split
lock-washer conformation, even at low resolution.
An additional data set of the spastin hexamer without the addition of the
polyglutamate substrate resulted in a ~3.8 Å reconstruction with an unknown
density within the central pore that resembled an unfolded polypeptide substrate
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Similar densities have been observed for numerous AAA+
ATPase protein translocases25,28,33. Notably, of the ~300,000 particles selected from
the images, only ~30,000 particles contributed to this final reconstruction. We were
unable to identify the peptide species through mass spectrometry analysis due to
its low abundance. We speculate that the unknown density is either due to a single
low-abundant peptide species, or an average of many low-abundant peptides of
differing sequences bound to spastin hexamers. Due to the presence of substrate
density in the central pore of the hexamer, we speculated that substrate binding
may have a stabilizing effect on the overall organization of the complex, and that a
small minority of selected particles contained residual substrate that may have been
retained through the protein purification. Indeed, pre-incubation of our spastin
with polyglutamate peptide, known to bind to spastin and inhibit microtubule
severing20, increased the percentage of well-ordered hexamers observed in our
dataset by ~twofold and resulted in a substantial improvement in resolution to
~3.2 Å of the substrate-bound spastin hexamer, which allowed atomic model
building (Table 1 and above).
Atomic model building and refinement. A crystal structure of the
D. melanogaster spastin monomer was used as a starting point6 (PDB 3B9P)
for modeling. Using Chimera77, all loops and coils were deleted, and secondary
structural elements were docked into the EM map. After one round of real-space
refinement in Phenix78, Coot79 was used to rebuild coils and improve main chain
and side chains. The rebuilt model was then used as the initial input for a multimodel-generating pipeline80, which allowed for accessing model quality. Overall,
200 models were generated in Rosetta using the refined map and model, and the
top 10 scoring models were selected for further model refinement using Phenix
with a per-residue Cα r.m.s. deviations. Regions with poor model convergence
were remodeled and refined. The Molprobity81 server (http://molprobity.biochem.
duke.edu/) and PDB validation service server (https://validate-rcsb-1.wwpdb.org/)
were used to identify problem regions for subsequent correction in Coot. Residues
502–516 and 613–620 of protomer A are missing in the final model.
The polyglutamate peptide was built de novo in Coot.
ATP hydrolysis assays. Basal ATP hydrolysis rates were measured at room
temperature using the EnzChec Phosphate Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
in 80 mM PIPES pH 6.8, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM DTT
for 50 nM spastin and point mutants. Initial rates were calculated from the linear
portion of the reaction curve after addition of 2 mM ATP. ATPase rates were
corrected by subtraction of the measured release of phosphate in the absence
of ATP. Polyglutamate stimulated ATP hydrolysis rates were measured at room
temperature in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT and
2 mM ATP at 200 nM spastin and polyglutamate concentrations ranging from 0 to
100 μM. Stock solutions(100 mM) of polyglutamate (0.75–5.0 kDa) was made in
water and adjusted to pH 7.5 with potassium hydroxide. Tenfold serial dilutions
were made in water and added to the ATPase reaction, before the addition of ATP.
Initial rates were calculated from the linear portion of the reaction curve. ATPase
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rates were corrected by subtraction of the measured release of phosphate in the
absence of ATP and polyglutamate.

and PDB 6P07, respectively. All data used in this study are available from the
corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

Microtubule severing assays. Microtubules were polymerized from 2 mg ml−1
bovine cycled brain tubulin (PurSolutions), 4% tetramethyl rhodamine labeled
and 1% biotin-labeled porcine brain tubulin (Cytoskeleton). Microtubules were
double-cycled with the slow-hydrolyzable GTP analog guanylyl (α,β)-methylene
diphosphonate. The first polymerization was 1 h and the second polymerization
overnight82. The microtubules were spun down at 126,000g using a TLA100 rotor
(Beckman Coulter), re-suspended in warm BRB80 (80 mM K-PIPES
pH 6.8, 1 mM MgCl2 and 1 mM EGTA) and stored at 37 °C. Chambers for total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy were assembled as described
previously70. Microtubules were immobilized in the chamber using 2 mg ml−1
NeutrAvidin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and imaged by TIRF microscopy in
severing buffer containing BRB80, 2 mg ml−1 casein, 9.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol,
2.5% glycerol, 50 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, 1 mM ATP, 1% Pluronic F127
(Life Technologies) and oxygen scavengers70. Severing reactions were carried
out using 20 nM full-length wild-type and mutants of D. melanogaster spastin.
Severing was scored as previously described20. Images were acquired with
a Nikon Ti-E microscope equipped with a ×60, 1.49 numerical aperture oil
objective and a TI-TIRF adapter (Nikon) at 1 Hz with a 50 ms exposure time.
Excitation was provided by a 561 nm laser (Agilent MLC) set to 20 mW before
being coupled to the microscope by an optical fiber. The final pixel size for
images was 90 nm. Image acquisition was carried out using Micro-Manager83.
Image analysis was carried out in Fiji. Prism (Graphpad Inc.) was used for
graphing and statistical analysis.
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